Power In Place
Personal & Professional Leadership Development for Women
Sarah Rozenthuler & Sarah-Jane Menato
1st to 2nd November 2017

Violet Hill Studios, 6 Violet Hill, Maida Vale, London, NW8 9EB

A two-day programme for women investing in
their authentic capacity to lead powerfully
Given the complex global challenges we are facing – climate change, rising inequality,
digital disruption – leaders are increasingly needing to strengthen their inner capacity
to 'meet' what comes at them with power and grace.
Power In Place is a highly participatory two-day programme that explores how to align
leadership with undervalued feminine capacities such as embodied knowing, cyclical
awareness and surrendering to what wants to happen. It provides practical tools, deep
insights and authentic companionship to explore how to overcome obstacles and make
the most of opportunities, enabling women to lead from new ground.
This programme is for women who are:
• Engaged in front line work, whether in the private, public or third sector.
• Bringing to an end structures that no longer serve or creating new life-		
		 affirming structures.
• Experiencing a sense of transition whether in their personal or
		 professional life (or both.)

The benefits
Participating in this programme enables women to:
• Access untapped strengths that are essential for leadership and wellbeing.
• Deepen their commitment to using their own authentic power creatively.
• Have greater confidence to take action by having a clearer sense of their
		 own 'right place' in the world.
The programme encourages, supports and challenges women to move forward in
their leadership in their own unique way. By exploring the creative tension between
'building' and 'birthing', 'creating' and 'incubating', 'deciding' and 'dreaming', untapped
power and energy come out of confinement. Power In Place equips women leaders
to play their part in generating new solutions to the systemic 21st century challenges
facing us all.

Your programme leaders

Programme &
Booking Details
When
Wed 1st to Thur 2nd November 2017
Programme runs 10am - 6pm
Doors open 9:30am
Where		
Violet Hill Studios, 6 Violet Hill,
Maida Vale, London, NW8 9EB
Price
Standard Rate (organisationally
sponsored): £350 + VAT
Self-Sponsored / Sole Traders /
Education / Third sector: £220 + VAT
*Includes refreshments but not lunch.
A limited number of bursaries
are available, please ask.
Booking
Register your place here, for further
information please contact
Tricia Grace Norton at
admin@wholepartnership.com
07796 488722

Sarah Rozenthuler and Sarah-Jane Menato are delighted to lead this workshop.
Sarah is a leadership coach, dialogue consultant and published author who coaches
and facilitates internationally at senior levels for clients from all sectors. Sarah-Jane runs
her own Cotswold based coaching, training and leadership development consultancy
and mentors women entrepreneurs.

www.wholepartnership.com

